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Friendly, loyal, smart, and venerable. You probably think I’m going to
begin writing about Guy, Edie and Alana. It is true that these traits belong to each of them and have played a significant role in the development and maintenance of their museum of trees and numerous community service projects.
But those of you who have visited Starhill also experienced another being with these personality traits; Guy and Edie’s dog of nearly 15 years,
Pickle. You should know that Pickle recently passed on and while that
is a great loss for all us, and most certainly to Guy and Edie, it is important to remember what a wonderful life Pickle had living at the Arboretum. Pickle had a very sweet disposition, never met a stranger and
loved the attention received from human and canine visitors from
around the world. As their rare and unusual trees are coddled and nurtured, so was Pickle who returned comfort and companionship, unconditional love and acceptance, fun and joy to all of us.

Beginning in 1976, Guy and Edie began planting trees at Starhill Forest
Arboretum supplementing the existing old growth that dated back to
1850, the landscape constantly changing. Over the years they have
mentored many Illinois College interns and Alana, now curator, was
one of them. Perhaps most important, they embraced the idea that
Starhill must live on, entering into an trust agreement with Illinois College to ensure that upon their passing the property will ultimately become the College’s official arboretum. Starhill will live on. We are
lucky that Guy and Edie are such forward thinking, friendly, loyal,
smart and venerable people. We are also lucky to have known Pickle
who mirrored their best traits.
Thanks for your ongoing support and remember to come visit this place
to pause and marvel in a landscape transformed by the seasons and
time.
Your friend,
Mary Bass

Pictured: Newly emerged leaves and the male flowers or catkins of Quercus
ilicifolia, commonly known as bear oak. In its native range in the northeastern US, it tends to be small and scrubby, adapted to frequent fire and disturbance.

W H AT ’ S N E W AT S TA R H I L L ?

Recent Visitors and Volunteers:
1. Illinois College students in Dr. Adam Jones’ Small Group Communications class chose Starhill Forest as the site for their
community action project. The group learned about the Arboretum’s mission, raised funds to build an addition to the summer
home of the tropical oak collection (“Oak Street”), and volunteered their time to assist with the construction of the addition.
2. Jacksonville Boy Scout Troop 103 held a weekend campout at the Arboretum on October 29-30, enjoying some relaxation
along Rock Creek as well as lending a hand with a few volunteer tasks. Scouts also picked up some forestry facts over the
course of their weekend, working towards a badge in the subject.
3. An “Oaks of Illinois” Field Day was hosted at Starhill Forest on November 12, organized in part by the Forest Glen chapter of the Illinois Native Plant Society. 35 participants gathered to see Illinois’ native Quercus species first hand.
4. Grace Minor and Zach Minor of Area Wide Tree Service and Central Illinois Tree Service lent their valuable skills at
Starhill to take down a large black oak. A growing split in the tree’s trunk made it a hazard, precariously hanging over the
overlook structure above Rock Creek.

THE STARHILL NURSERY
Winter is on the way out, and we’re turning our attention
to tree planting! About half of the 2250 trees now planted
out and documented in the living collection at Starhill
Forest got their start in the small tree nursery located in
the northwest corner of the property. At any given time,
you will find about 250 young plants growing there—
seedlings, rooted cuttings, and grafts initially started in
containers. When planted out in the nursery, young plants
are protected from deer damage by the surrounding fence
and can be easily weeded around and watered during
their establishment. All are under observation and consideration for permanent accession. Often, we are unsure if a
particular plant will be hardy or well-suited to our climate
or soils, so unfortunately, a few of the plants trialed here
Former intern Haleigh Ray tightly “stitches” a
do not make it out alive. There are plenty of success stories though!
B & B tree, keeping the root ball firmly intact.
As soon as the ground begins to thaw and dry out in the
spring and before the buds begin to break, the time is right for transplanting. Usually, this is around the first week of March,
but this year it meant mid-February! Each year, 50-100 specimens are selected to dig, based primarily on size of the plant, as
well as the growth rate and typical root structure of the species. For example, a hickory would not remain in the nursery nearly as long as a maple or a conifer. The former is more likely to develop a thick taproot and not respond well to transplant, so it
may only spend a year or two in the nursery before transplant. Plants that generally develop more fibrous root systems will
stay in the nursery longer, giving them time to develop greater trunk caliper and overall size to better withstand pressures
from herbivores and to have a more immediate aesthetic effect in the landscape setting.
While large nurseries have hydraulic-powered, tractor-mounted tree spades, the size and scale of our nursery doesn’t allow for
equipment of that size. Instead, we rely on our much smaller spades and a lot of muscle! The 16”, 20”, and 24” spades are
made up of four very sharp spades mounted around a ring at an angle. When carefully positioned around a tree, the spades
are lowered and manually pounded into the ground with a specialized post pounder. When all four spades have sliced the soil
and roots surrounding the tree, a cone-shaped root ball can be lifted from the ground, covered with a fitted burlap sack, and
lowered back to the ground so the spades can be pulled without disturbing the soil, keeping the roots intact. The tree can then
be lifted out and the burlap secured tightly around the root ball by “stitching” with bright finish steel nails.
In some cases, the trees will not be wrapped, rather they will be directly transplanted. In that case, a hole is dug with the
spade at the planting site and then the tree can be dug, transported, and lowered into the hole with the spade.
Later in the spring, the vacated nursery positions will be re-planted out by Illinois College students in the first weeks of their
summer internship at the Arboretum and the cycle continues!

Nick Tabor and Alana McKean
use a specialized post pounder
to drive in a blade on the 24”
tree spade.

Adam Zindel uses a gas-powered auger to
prepare planting holes in the nursery.

F E AT U R E D T R E E

European pedunculate oak, commonly called "English
oak" (Quercus robur) is an extremely variable and widespread species. Several subspecies, allied species, varieties, forms, and geographic races are found in nature, and
more than 100 named cultivars and cultivar groups already could be seen in cultivation by 1985 when Dr.
Frank Santamour of the US National Arboretum wrote
about the species in the Journal of the International Society of Arboriculture. That number has more than doubled
since then, with the International Oak Society OakNames.org database listing approximately 250 registered cultivars. On top of this, many other white oaks
can, and often do, cross with Quercus robur, producing innumerable hybrids.
The tree in its various iterations can be found throughout Europe and has been cultivated there, for ornament
as well as forestry purposes, for centuries. Some specimens seem well adapted to Illinois, while others are not
fully hardy or are very subject to mildew disease on second (summer) flushes of the foliage due to our summer
heat and humidity. One of our oak-related research projects involves assembling seedlings from various parts of
A 1996 visit to the Belgian
the natural range, taking seed only from those parent
Gros Chene de Liernu.
trees that pre-exist forestry plantings and could not have
been brought from other parts of the range.
In particular, we seek out trees that are at least 700-1000 years of age which would have been growing in
their respective locations prior to any organized forestry or landscaping activities. Most are members of the
Old and Protected Oak Trees Association of Europe. Our antiquarian oak planting continues to grow as opportunities to obtain seed from new
areas arise -- we most recently have
added ancient oaks from Sweden,
Estonia, Albania, and Lithuania. The seedlings are outplanted and recorded to provide some
future student with a chance to
study provenance-related genetic
diversity. Meanwhile, it surely can
be inspiring for anyone to see and
touch trees grown from seeds of
1000-year-old monsters,
and fascinating to learn the stories
their parents can tell us.
For example, the Gros Chene de
Liernu is the oldest tree in Belgium
The German Feme Eiche surrounded by
at approximately 1200 years. It
a slew of supports to keep it upright.
once had been the home of a her-

The ancient “Billy Wilkins”
Oak in Dorset, England

The gnarled trunk of William
the Conqueror’s Oak.

mit who called himself Saint Tony. Mr. Saint Tony lived inside the giant hollow trunk of the giant tree,
more than 30 feet in circumference, until 1838, when the community evicted him. An iron fence was placed
around the tree 60 years later to protect it as a national landmark. Nearly two centuries following Saint Tony's eviction, Guy returned to the tree, opened the unlocked gate, entered the trunk through Saint Tony's
old (and now shrinking) doorway, and retrieved a few seeds to plant at Starhill Forest. (All such foreignorigin seeds are treated to kill insects and fungi.)
Other members of this exclusive tree club represented here include William the Conquerer's oak, which
was said to house a table in its hollow base for card games played by the famous king prior to his death in
1087; the Chene Chapelle (church oak) of
Allouville in Normandy, France, which
has a church built inside its hollow trunk;
Billy Wilkins' Oak in Dorset, England,
where poor Billy was executed in the
1600s by invaders as he ran to warn the
Royalist household of Melbury Estate of
their approach; and the Feme Eiche of
Germany -- perhaps the most ancient of
all, with several living strips of wood and
bark connecting its root system to the remains of its crown, now supported by
poles and beams.
The name Methuselah comes to mind
whenever we contemplate such trees.
However, the possibility of mapping the
genome of this species by using such ancient, pre-civilization material, all gathered here at one place, is the underlying
objective. Inspiration and science coexist
here -- we hope you will come and experience these trees, for either reason.
The Chene Chapelle (church oak)
of Allouville, France.

UPCOMING EVENTS
SPRING WORK DAY
—Saturday, April 8, 2017 - 9 am - noon
Planting season is nearly here! We couldn’t add so many new trees to the collection each year without
the help of our wonderful volunteers. Join Friends of Starhill Forest for a morning of tree planting at
the Arboretum. Tools and training will be provided. Bring your own gloves, if you have them. At noon,
socialize with Friends at a provided lunch. For more information, call 217-632-3685 or e-mail alana.mckean@mail.ic.edu.
NATIVE PLANT SALE
—Saturday, April 29, 2017 - 9 am - 2 pm
Looking for a few new plants for your garden or restoration project? The Illinois Native Plant Society
has what you need! The annual event takes place at the Commodities Pavilion at the Illinois State Fairgrounds. Many of the trees and shrubs offered at the plant sale have been grown at Starhill Forest Arboretum. In addition, the sale features a wide variety of herbaceous species including NINE milkweed
species, great for creating pollinator habitat and beautifying your landscape. As the sale draws closer,
check out http://www.ill-inps.org/index.php/central-plant-sale for a listing of plants to be offered.

FRIENDS DAY
—Saturday, June 10, 2017 beginning at 2 pm
Mark your calendars! Visit the Arboretum in full bloom for our annual
Friends Day. We are looking forward to welcoming a very special guest
speaker– Christine Belless, Extension Program Coordinator for the University of Illinois Extension Fulton-Mason-Peoria-Tazewell Unit. Christine
has been with Extension since 2005, in the 4-H Youth Development program in Mason County. In 2012 she took on the coordination of the Master Naturalist program for the new combined unit of Fulton-Mason-PeoriaTazewell counties. Since then, the unit has orchestrated five Master Naturalist trainings, graduating 89 to date. Starhill Forest has hosted Master
Naturalist Forestry classes from Christine’s unit as well as those based in
Sangamon and Morgan County. We look forward to sharing Christine’s
presentation with our Friends as well as some great plant giveaways. More details to follow!

Contact info:
Alana McKean, Editor
Starhill Forest Arboretum
12000 Boy Scout Trail
Petersburg, IL 62675

Phone:
217-632-3685
Website:
www.starhillforest.com
E-mail:
alana.mckean@mail.ic.edu

Pictured: A bumblebee visits a flower on one of the Arboretum’s endangered Ozark chinkapins (Castanea ozarkensis).
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